
RESEARCH QUESTIONS FOR BUSINESS STUDENTS

Coming up with an interesting yet serious business research topics can be challenging. Use ideas provided below by our
business experts.

What are the similarities and differences in the experiences of recent Turkish, Polish and Syrian immigrants in
Berlin? How to define authority before negotiation starts? What roles do ethics and morality play in a
business-oriented society? People are involved in different businesses, giving you an opportunity to research
something as common as honesty within the workplace, to something as general as environmental protection.
Business and copyright law The changes in consumer behavior after the popularisation of the Internet Charity
as advertisement strategy in business Outsourcing in business, its advantages, and disadvantages The balance
of increasing production and ecology Corporate culture and company rituals in business Business diplomacy
and negotiation The importance of a healthy working environment in business The relationships between
governments and private businesses Do brands have the same importance on the modern market? Should
every company hire a psychologist to deal with employee stress? How entrepreneurs of top organizations build
businesses so that they rapidly develop, as well as their strategies and techniques, are ideas you can explore by
creating an essay on the topics below. To do so, you need to develop an interesting and researchable question,
which in this case can be a rather challenging task. Moreover, business ethics explores ethical conflicts
between different groups of people: employers, customers, employees, as well as their surroundings. What are
the most effective communication strategies for increasing voter turnout among unders in region X? What
kind of effects? To what extent is top management responsible for building good relationships among
colleagues? Should minimum salary or minimum wage be canceled? What effect does daily use of Twitter
have on the attention span of unders? Is it acceptable for companies to be allowed to advertise their products in
schools? Are social media the new market? Get my paper now Business Topics for Research Paper Ideas Will
involvement in a charity make a company more popular and likable? And while you can choose any topic
related to business law, the difference between a commonly researched and an interesting one will determine
your grade. You can select something around morality, duties, integrity, business behavior, as well as any
other matter that is bad or good for the society, the company, or its employees. The first question is not
focused enough: it tries to address two different practical problems the quality of sexual health services and
LGBT support services. Is it just tolerance in an effective marketing strategy? The second is a more complex
comparative question that requires data collection and detailed discussion to answer. What types of companies
hire more men than women and why? How non-disclosure agreements can save the companies from greedy
former employees Is the copyright law more on the side of the singer or the artist when represented by a
recording company? Should the death penalty apply for some corporate crimes or not? The range of small
business research topics is very wide despite the size of these businesses. What is the best country in to invest
money in and why? Will it be beneficial in the longer term? If you study in the business department, you will
be required to explore the issues and ideas related to small businesses, investigate different companies, as well
as the behavior of the consumers. Here you can also find international business research paper topics. What
are the most influential brands among teenagers in recent years? How do both world crises and military
conflicts influence business in the US? How can entrepreneurs be encouraged to lead more eco-friendly
policies in their companies? Post navigation. Business Topics for Research Paper: Success of Small
Businesses Though big companies have more sources for product enhancing and advertising, they sometimes
lose small businesses in definite niches, such as bakeries, flower shops, coffee houses, and others. What
factors should companies consider when deciding the market and country of which they would like to come?
How can drunk driving be prevented? Do you believe that it was artificially created by the largest companies
for their own profit? What are the challenges faced by companies with international human resources? Is
organizing a business with a friend a good or bad idea? However, the world we live in today is an inspiration
and full of business topics, you just have to look closely. It is researchable through qualitative and quantitative
data collection.


